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A stranger comes to townâ€¦When Mason walks into the Full Moon diner, on the outskirts of Full

Moon Falls, the last thing he expects to find is the omega of his dreams--but Redâ€™s right there,

working the overnight shift, smiling at Mason as though heâ€™s the only person in the world. They

soon discover that theyâ€™re both outsiders, of a sort--Mason doesnâ€™t have a clan, and Red is a

turned red wolf, all the way from Florida.Red takes Mason home with him for a one-night stand and

enjoys his first time with an alpha, but bids a fond farewell in the morning. Weeks later, he realises

heâ€™s pregnant--which he wasnâ€™t sure he could be--and after thinking about it, decides he

wants to raise the baby among his new clan.Mason discovers the pregnancy and promises to come

back and at least give them a shot at being mated after one last job, but Red isnâ€™t sure heâ€™s

serious--when Mason doesnâ€™t come back on the day he promised, Red assumes heâ€™s been

abandoned forever.Will Mason return to start a family? And even if he does, will Ash allow a strange

alpha into the clan so easily?Book two of the the Full Moon Falls series stands alone, has a HEA

and does not have any cliffhangers!
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This series is really coming along. The setting is so beautiful but the connection that the characters

have makes the story worth reading. I love to Red and Mason. And while I like my alphas big, strong

and tough, it's nice to see them have a softer more vulnerable side. It makes me root for them.

Makes them feel a bit more real . Can't wait for the next story in this series .

Great little sweet story. Red is perfect as a tentative turned wolf and expectant parent. Mason is a

big teddy bear, so full of love for his little family but afraid of being unwanted. I really enjoyed how

tender both men were with each other. The story was definitely much more sweet than sexy. The

guys have experienced being outsiders but have been enfolded in the comfort and acceptance of

Full Moon Falls. The series continues to develop the picture of this charming town where people find

themselves valued and are given a place to fit in. The story felt like a big hug and left me with a

smile on my face. Great HEA.

Red is a 'turned' wolf, an omega that has little knowledge of wolf culture. He works at a diner and

when alpha wolf Mason walks in, there's instant chemistry. They do a quick hook up which leads to

complications. Both Mason and Red had no idea turned wolves could get pregnant without being in

heat.The story was well presented and edited. The storyline has been done before so the results

were predictable. While it was complete with a HEA, for some reason I kept expecting Mason's old

biker buddies to show up and cause problems. My main problem was all interaction with head alpha

Ash was through Red. While it's fine for the omega to do the talking for Mason, I wanted Mason to

step up and gain his own acceptance by Ash. The whole pack goes on a run together and Ash and

Mason still don't talk. It's all assumed.I enjoyed the first story more than this one. If you grab it on

the KU program, like I did, it's an easy read for 80 pages. 3.5 stars. - Dan's Wife

I always loving alpha omega relationship story and i love this story so much!! Read and his sexy

older alpha was so unbelievably good together.The story building was also good and the language

was not so difficult to understood since english is not my first language. Thank you!!

I'm not usually as giving with so many stars this often but it was as a really nice down to earth read

with a shifter twist. I would have liked to find out a bit more about Red's past, but it wasn't a deal

breaker. It was a well rounded story a simple getting to know you with two strangers who felt they

had nothing but realized they found what they had wanted or thought they could never get. Each

had a rough past but learn to communicate even if its hard at first. It was kind of nice that the omega



and the alpha had to learn things together and the alpha was patient and willing to teach thee

omega about certain wolf traits...wink wink.I give this my recommendation for a good read but don't

expect crazy plot twists, action pack with claws and blood or body counts, cause this is just a nice

shifter romance. I already can't read for the next book from this author.

I like these Full Moon Falls stories. Mason is a older lone Alpha that passes through full moon falls

every now and then. One night he stopping in the town's diner and he meets Red, an Omega. Red

is a human turned wolf that now calls full moon falls home. After spending a night together Red falls

pregnant. Mason is thrilled when he finds out and he wants him, Red, and the baby to be become a

family.

I enjoyed this book even more than the first one. I liked Red's character a great deal. He seemed to

be very upbeat and accepting of the weird aspects of being turned into a werewolf. Mason was a

likable character too. I liked that, even though he was a huge alpha, he was gentle with Red. I liked

that Mason pitched in and cleaned and cooked for Red and took care of him.

Sometimes a great love is not only about great passion. This story was great but in the most

comforting, chicken soup for the soul way. Don't get me wrong there was passion but it took second

place to a love that you knew would last and grow even without the mate bond. A beautiful read by

an awesome author. Well worth your time
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